
Dear Friend,

Here is the truth of what is going on in Michigan with the Republican Party, as stated by one of
the most well respected and well-known Republicans in the state, Patrick Colbeck:

“The coordinated effort to destroy the first grassroots chair we've had shows how dedicated
the deep state is in staying in control of government officials.  They know Kristina can't be
bought.”

                - Patrick Colbeck January 2, 2024

Michigan is an extremely high priority for the globalist design - the great reset as they call it –
with the end game being the dissolution of individual nation states into a singular world
government through progressive regionalization.   

In the book “Confessions of an Economic Hitman”, the author explains how international
bankers use influence to issue loans to governments that they know can never be repaid,
because the loans are collateralized on natural resource use agreements that the bankers
control upon default.  Through organizations at the United Nations, World Bank & Bank of
International Settlements, they work with aligned NGO’s (Non-Governmental Organizations) to
avoid transparency in the execution of their plans. 



 
For elite globalists to accomplish this openly anti-American goal, control over natural resources
is critical.  Michigan is one of the most essential geographic and strategic natural resource
abundant locations on the planet.  Michigan must be controlled for deep state plan to work
best.  Among many other critical natural resources, Michigan is unique in the world as it
dominates over 20% of the planet’s freshwater supply.  If you control Michigan, you can
control the world’s population.

In this asymmetrical war for the American republic, no dirty tricks orchestrated from cigar
smoke and booze snifter filled rooms in the upper echelons of the globalist power pyramid are
off the table.  This obviously includes rigging elections so the worst and most morally corrupt
individuals imaginable could take power and carry out the systematic engineered destruction of
our country and our state.

This also includes things such as phony kidnapping plots designed to make opposition look like
unhinged crackpots. It involves briberies, extortions, prostitution, and human trafficking. It
involves the normalization and glorification of many forms of horrid behavior, all antithetical to
the morality of the founding of this great republic. 

In the aftermath of the stolen 2020 election, grassroots patriots from every part of Michigan
began to get involved in the fight to retake the Republican Party. Corrupt power structures
were overthrown in county parties across the state. Republican district committees and
executive committees were taken over by godly patriots who would stand and fight for their
children's futures.

As part of the pro America grassroots groundswell, the state party leadership was also



reclaimed.  One of the individuals who had been an absentee poll challenger and who was
illegally kicked out of the absentee vote center at TCF was elected as MIGOP chairwoman in
the most profound, dramatic, and overwhelming state conference in our lifetime.  Her name
is Kristina Karamo. 

Kristina Karamo has clearly defined her top priority as safeguarding elections. This makes her
extremely dangerous to the globalist agenda. As a result, we now see massive demonization of
her administration with every manner of slander against her and her advisors. 

To be most effective in combating Kristina, the global elite use morally compromised individuals
that can put on a claim that they are part of the grassroots when they are nothing more than
morally bankrupt power seekers.  Here is a list of the worst offenders in the state that seek to
push this agenda.

Fake Republicans working with globalists to take down Michigan:

John Yob

Tom Norton

Jonathon Chapman

Bethany Wheeler

Bree Moeggenberg

Andy Seabolt

Warren Carpenter

People like Bethany, Bree, Andy and Warren play the role of useful idiot.  While John, Tom and
Mr. Chapman are the nefarious instigators.  In particular, the fake MIGOP site “MIGOP Watch”
is financed by Yob and organized by Chapman.  Criminals like Carpenter (a felon with an active
arrest warrant out for him) are used to peddle lies and moral reprobates like Bree and Andy to
attempt legitimate cover though fake meetings. 

Delegates must know the danger they face with these people.  They are chaos agents that seek
personal advancement no matter the cost. 

Beware of the January 6 meeting called by Bree.  It is a trap.

If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us at: info@puregrassroots.org

Yours in Service,

R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy
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